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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
News about business inventories is no longer relegated to some 
obscure comer in the financial sections of the daily press. More 
often than not fluctuations in business inventories make as much 
news as some big mergers. Business inventories are not something 
which concern corporate executives alone. Politicians as well as 
economists have become increasingly aware of the need and importance 
of proper inventory management due to the impact that changes in 
business inventories can have on a nation1 s economy. This is all 
the more true in the case of highly industrialized economies. 
Importance of Business Inventories 
The importance of business inventories has two facetsî (1) they 
are important to individual business enterprises as the latter's 
fortunes are affected by inventory fluctuations in no small way, and 
(2) the impact on the national economy of the combined inventory 
fluctuations of the individual businesses. 
Proper inventory management is important for individual busines¬ 
ses for several reasons. 
First, effective inventory management is essential in order 
to provide the highest type of service to customers. If back orders 
or stock-outs become prevalent, competition is invited to take the 
1 
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customers away on the basis of more dependable service. 
Second, without effective inventory management a company will 
not be able to make the optimum use of its production and sales 
facilities. The result of bad inventory management, therefore, is 
that the company functions at below its maximum efficiency. 
Third, the cost of inventory carrying is directly affected by 
the skill with which inventory is managed. The carrying costs of 
inventory have been estimated to range, an article in The Journal 
of Accountancy reports, from 15 percent to 2$ percent of the value 
of inventories.-^ 
Inventories are outstandingly important among the assets of 
the corporations engaged in manufacturing, wholesale trade and retail 
trade. On March 31, 1963, U.S. manufacturers had $78.0 billion or 
2 
23.6 percent of their total assets in business inventories. In¬ 
ventory makes up about 28 percent of the total assets of wholesale 
3 
firms and about 32 percent of retailers* assets. Inventories are 
of minor importance only for the public utilities, service corporations 
and corporations engaged in mining and quarrying. Basically, public 
utilities and service corporations sell a commodity or service that 
■^Edgar L. Andlauer, **Inventory Management, " The Journal of 
Accountancy,(August, 1939), pp.23-31* 
^U.S. Federal Trade Commission and Securities and Exchange Com¬ 
mission, Quarterly Financial Report for Manufacturing Corporations; 
First Quarter, 1963 (Washington, D.C. : U.S.Government Printing Office. 
Ï965), p.3U. 
3Pearson Hunt, Charles M. Williams, and Gordon Donaldson, 
Basic Business Finance; Text and Cases (2nd ed.) (Homewood, Illinois: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1966), pp.ii3-iUu 
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cannot be stored. In the case of mining and quarrying industries, 
the bulk of the inventory consists of the mined and quarried mater¬ 
ial lying near the pitheads or quariyside. And this unprocessed 
inventory is usually of low value. So, to a majority of businesses 
efficient inventory management spells out better customer service, 
lower capital investment in business inventories, reduced costs due 
to lower inventory carrying costs, and better utilization of pro¬ 
duction facilities. 
As stated earlier, fluctuations in business inventories have 
very important impacts on a nation’s economy and even more so in 
highly industrialized economies such as North American and Western 
European. For example, Edgar L. Andlauer reported: 
Harry A. Bullis, Chairman of the Board of General Mills, 
Inc., stated at the Economic Mobilization Conference (May, 
1958) that ’Inventory liquidation accounts for about two 
thirds of economic recession.' In 1957, total investment 
in trade and industry inventories was over $90 billion. 
By August, 1958, the comparative figure was $85.5. In 
less than a year American trade and industry sold about $lw5 
billion more off the shelves than was added to the shelves. 
As a result of this, many companies incurred losses or sub¬ 
stantially reduced income, unemployment increased by nearly 
2.5 million during the same period.1 
Today the number of notes on inventory conditions appearing in 
business magazines and newspapers shows how seriously businessmen 
and business economists treat the effect of inventory fluctuations 
on business conditions. Understanding of basic item inventory con¬ 
trol systems is useful, in fact, necessary, whether one takes the 
viewpoint of: (a) a macroeconomist, (b) a financial analyst, or (c) 
LAndlauer, op.cit. 
b 
an operating executive within a firm. 
Inventories and Business Cycles 
Inventory accumulation and depletion have long been recognized 
as a major contributing factor to fluctuations in business activity; 
'•in fact, they seem to have been the very focal point of instability 
and collapse."*- Almost all writings on business cycles contain a 
considerable amount of discussion on inventory behavior. Among those 
who have placed great emphasis on the importance of the role of in¬ 
ventories are Hawtrey, Keynes, Metzler, and Abramovitz. Perhaps, 
one statement which adequately indicates the concern of the economists 
about the inventory fluctuations was made in 1923 by John M. Keynes, 
who wrote: "I have long believed that a certain amount of information 
(not hitherto available) as to the correlation between changes in the 
volume of stocks and successive phases of the trade cycle is necessary 
to a full understanding of the latter.Contemporary work done on 
the relation between business intentories and trade cycles consists 
of the work done by Moses Abramovitz and Thomas M. Stanback, Jr. 
Abramovitz's empirical data indicate that manufacturers' aggregate 
inventory investment conforms positively to the business cycles, in 
fact conforms far more regularly than do stocks themselves. His 
study of ten industry groups and for total manufacturing showed 
1Thomas M. Whitin, The Theory of Inventory Management (Prince¬ 
ton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1953), p.U. 
O 
John M. Keynes, and R. B. Lewis, "Stocks of Staple Commodities," 
London and Cambridge Economic Service Special Memorandum, No.l, (April, 
1923), p.2. 7 
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perfect conformity for the total and for five of the ten groups, nega¬ 
tive conformity occurring in only one industry group. The author 
concluded: 
This review of the data clearly established one fact of the 
role of inventory investment in business cycles. Increase 
in inventory investment regularly acts to augment the forces 
of expansion from about the very beginning of the upward 
swing of business until approximately its very end. And 
declines in inventory investment augment the forces of con¬ 
traction in the same way. 
Stanback's study also conclusively proved the impact of business 
2 
inventories on economy expansions and contractions. An article in 
The Controller stated that: "...from the economic point of view, the 
two classic villains in the theory of depressions are capital goods 
retrenchment, and inventory cutting."^ From all the above state¬ 
ments it can be concluded that inventories accentuate the business 
cycle and that they probably are of considerable importance as a 
causal factor. 
The Inventory Problem in Business 
As distinct from the significance of the business inventories 
to national economy and their part in the business cycles, business 
executives are concerned with a much more immediate problem nearer 
home: How big should inventories be? The question,, deceptively 
-'-Moses Abramovitz, Inventories and Business Cycles (New York® 
National Bureau of Economic Research, 195>0j, pp.3ipL,3Ué. 
Thomas M. Stanbaek, Postwar Cycles in Manufacturers' Inventor¬ 
ies (New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 19&2), p.2. 
-^Charles F. Mergeson, "Financial Aspects of Inventory Control," 
The Controller (April, 1959). 
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simple as it is, is not very easy to answer. The difficulty in 
arriving at an answer arises in part because each individual within 
the management group will answer the question of how big from his 
own point of view. The sales organization is well aware of the 
cost of poor service and takes the point of view that the company 
must never make a customer wait. It wants to insure, therefore, 
against backorders or stock-outs by stocking as much inventory as 
possible. The production organization, on the other hand, sees the 
need for long manufacturing runs to cut setup and changeover costs 
and is aware of the impact of fluctuating operating levels on employ¬ 
ment, overhead, and facilities cost; therefore, it is interested in 
stocking as much raw material as possible as well as having long 
production runs. The financial management on the other hand is 
constantly exercised over the fact that inventory accumulation 
drains off cash which could be used elsewhere to make a profit* 
Succintly stated, the scope of the inventory problem is to reconcile 
the conflicting demands of the various sections of the business firm 
and provide an answer to the questions How big should an inventory 
be? 
Though the question about the volume of inventories has existed 
for a long time, businessmen have become increasingly aware and con¬ 
cerned during the past few decades only. This increased awareness 
arid concern has come about due to several reasons. 
First, pressure for capital and the growth of return on invest¬ 
ment as a measure of business performance have made business manage- 
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ment increasingly conscious of the importance of inventories as a 
cost element. From a financial standpoint, inventories represent 
a capital investment and must compete with other asset forms for the 
firm's limited capital funds. As a consequence, total investment 
in inventories must be related to the relative efficiency with which 
these funds are used. 
Second, the increasing size of the business establishments has 
played an important role. It was possible for most firms in the past 
to make use of highly inefficient inventory control methods and yet 
maintain profit margins. Competitive pressures on prices and profits 
have placed new emphasis on extracting every advantage from invested 
capital in business firms, including investments in inventories. 
Poor inventory control might well eliminate the profit margins of 
these highly competitive firms. Furthermore, size in itself makes 
possibilities of substantial savings through improvement in inventory 
control particularly important. 
Third, during the past few decades, there has been an enormous 
increase in the amount of business training. This additional train¬ 
ing has made recent generations of businessmen more aware of possibi¬ 
lities for improvement in inventory management. Trade publications 
on market research, purchasing, retailing, standardization, and many 
other topics have greatly contributed to businessmen's understanding 
of the various problems which confront them. 
Fourth, business inventories have proved a fertile ground for 
the application of modern quantitative methods of analysis. Cost 
8 
accounting, Operations Research and Management Science methodology 
have shown the way to design of improved production-inventory con¬ 
trol systems as well as to more efficient operation of the existing 
systems. The entrance of many trained engineers into business has 
brought with it this "scientific approach" to the business problems, 
including inventory control. And technological developments in the 
field of data processing, especially electronic computers, have made 
it possible for management to be better informed about, and more ef¬ 
fective in their approach to, inventory management decisions. 
Objectives of Inventory Control 
Proper perspective of the objectives of inventory control can¬ 
not be gained without first understanding the nature of inventories 
and the functions they serve. Magee1 suggests that, basically, 
inventories serve to decouple successive operations in the production 
and distribution processes of a product. Inventories facilitate the 
location of production processes away from the source of raw materials 
and also free them from the necessity of being adjusted to the mater¬ 
ial inflow. Similarly, production functions are freed from being 
located near the sources and adjusted to the rate of finished pro¬ 
duct consumption. The basic decoupling function of inventories 
has two aspects: (1) inventories arise because time is involved in 
the completion of a process and movement of the product to the next 
process in the production and distribution functionsj (2) inventories 
^John F. Magee, Production Planning and Inventory Control (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1958), pp.17-20. 
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employed for organizational reasons — to let one unit schedule its 
operations more or less independently of another. Accordingly, 
functionally speaking, one could speak of ’•movement** and ’’organiza¬ 
tion” inventories. 
The volume of movement inventories depends upon the rate of 
consumption and the time involved in the movement from one stock 
point to another. Changes in the volume of ’’movement inventories’* 
cannot be effected by managerial judgment but can only be brought about 
by changes in the rate of consumption and/or the transportation tech¬ 
nology. 
’’Organization inventories,'* on the other hand, are the result 
of managerial judgment, and, therefore, are a principal source of 
concern and matter-for.evaïn^sdiionsicaMagee writes: 
Organization inventories "buy* organization, in the sense 
that the more of such inventories carried between stages 
in a manufacturing-distribution process, the less coordina¬ 
tion is required to keep the process running smoothly. 
Contrariwise, if inventories are already being used efficient¬ 
ly (greater scheduling effort to keep successive stages 
in balance) and greater expediting effort to work out of the. 
difficulties which unforeseen disruptions at one point may 
cause in the whole process.... 
.. .As more and more of these three basic types of inventory 
Lot-size inventories, Fluctuation stocks, and anticipation 
stocks are carried, less coordination and planning are 
needed, less clerical effort is needed to handle orders, 
and greater economies can be achieved in manufacturing 
and shipping. The only difficulty is that these gains 
are not achieved in direct proportion to the size of the 
inventory. As inventories are increased, even if they 
are well balanced and properly located, the gains from 
additional stocks become less and less. On the other 
hand, the warehouse, obsolescence, and capital costs assoc¬ 
iated with maintaining inventories rise in proportion to, 




The basic objective of inventory policy is to so manage the 
inventories by striking a balance between the increase in cost and 
the declining return from additional stocks that the result is the 
lowest total unit cost. Striking this balance in a complex business 
is a problem that defies solution through intuitive understanding 
alone. What adds to this complexity are two basic realities of 
business: (l) generally speaking, no business is concerned with only 
one item — on the contrary, in real life it is a question of managing 
a whole line of items and of raw materials, in-process items and 
finished inventories; and (2) since inventories management relate to 
the time ahead — the future -- the probabilities of factors on which 
inventories may be managed must be taken into account in any decision¬ 
making. However, most inventory models use minimization of total 
variables or relevant cost over some time period as the objective 
function. They achieve this objective by providing answers to two 
specific questions: (l) How much to buy; and (2) when to buy. 
Scope and Significance of the Study 
In view of the vital significance of inventory both from the 
macro and micro economic point of view, the scope of this study is 
basically to answer the "objective questions" just stated. 
As indicated in the definitions of terms later on, the term 
inventory covers a wide variety of items; raw materials, work-in- 
process, and finished goods. So much so, inventory control has 
several facets: control of raw materials, control of parts and sub- 
assemblies, and control of finished goods. Raw material control is 
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a little different from the control of parts and subassemblies. 
More often than for parts, raw materials are controlled on a general 
replacement basis rather than being tied in closely with finished 
products, needs. The scope of the present study is limited to in¬ 
dividual items of raw materials inventory rather on the assumption 
that they are being obtained from outside suppliers. However, con¬ 
clusions drawn would appear to be readily applicable towork-in-process 
inventory in single-item inventory situations provided that lot size 
and production runs considerations are dovetailed into the decision- 
mix. In multiple-item inventory situations* Additional problems of 
sequence of manufacturing runs, the duration of the runs, batch pro¬ 
duction problems will have to be introduced into the picture. 
Clearly there can be many ramifications of the problem of 
inventory control in specific situations dr from company to company. 
In a brief study, such as the one undertaken here, it is impos¬ 
sible to deal with the whole spectrum of such ramifications. Accord- 
ingly, the study is delimited to consideration of the control problems 
of raw materials, single items and those that are purchased from 
outside of the firm. 
There is yet another justification for delimiting the study in 
this manner. As previously indicated, the basic issues of inventory 
control are best understood in terms of single items inventory. More 
than that, the control system applicable thereto holds even for other 
cases, except for appropriate modifications. 
In undertaking this study, the writer, whose training in mathe- 
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matics is rather limited, has always felt the need to take a fresh 
look at inventory control which is neither too elementary for an in¬ 
quisitive student nor is too technical and mathematical to be bëyond 
his understanding. 
Books written on inventory control merely content themselves 
by demonstrating the working of a few formulas used in inventory con¬ 
trol techniques or they get deeply involved in the statistical and 
mathematical techniques mainly aimed at students of industrial engin¬ 
eering. The significance of this writing is that it attempts to 
provide a balanced perspective of the magnitude of inventory problems 
and present a few available techniques of inventory control in such 
a way that they are neither too elementary nor too technical for the 
understanding of a student without extensive background training in 
mathematics. 
The study concerns itself with the management of a nonseasonal 
and non-style inventory item. The study is concerned only with staple 
and durable inventory item control. Furthermore, the study does not 
deal with the techniques of forecasting the demand for or the usage 
of the particular inventory item. The study is rather limited to 
simpler explanations and demonstration of the inventory control tech¬ 
niques to be found in somewhat technical books and a synthesis of 
the same with general writings on the subject of business inventories. 
Definition of Terms 
Inventory Control can be defined as the systems and techniques 
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designed to prevent the accumulation and shortages of inventory 
items, and to manage the procurement and holding of inventory in a 
way that it results in the minimum total unit cost. Inventory 
control is used interchangeably with "inventory management." In 
this writer's opinion, the scope of inventory management encompasses 
the procurement, storage, and issue routines of inventory, whereas, 
the scope of inventory control is restricted to the specific function 
of preventing inventory accumulation and shortages. 
Inventory can be defined as that merchandise which a concern 
holds in a status suit à) le for present sale together with that mater¬ 
ial which is intended and expected will eventually be converted and 
offered for future sale. It is that material or merchandise, which 
a concern purchases with the intention of selling, either in its pur¬ 
chased or converted condition,-for the purpose of effecting profits. 
Inventories consist of raw materials, work-in-process, and finished 
goods. In many cases, manufacturers include in their total inventory 
the inventory of indirect material or those supplies necessary for 
operating and maintaining the plant in an efficient condition. Where 
the manufacturing concern is a large sized one the inventory of in¬ 
direct materials represents a considerable investment. Under such 
circumstances, inventoiy items of supplies and other indirect material 
should equally be subject to control. 
Costs are those out-of-pocket expenditures or opportunities for 
profit foregone, whose magnitude is affected by the inventory deci¬ 
sions. They include, therefore, the costs of possession of in- 
lU 
ventory and opportunities foregone due to inventory shortages 
CHAPTER II 
INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEMS 
It is difficult to classify the various inventory control 
systems of modern times in an orderly fashion, as there are many var¬ 
iants of each method and a wide range of methods. Within a single 
firm it may be appropriate to use several fundamentally different 
inventory control systems because of the different nature of the vari¬ 
ous items carried. Also^ substantial differences exist between the 
stock control methods used by establishments in similar businesses. 
The systems range from intuitive judgments to those using most sci¬ 
entific approaches. In spite of several variants, it is possible 
to distinguish clearly between several of the types of stock control 
that are in most frequent use today. 
1 
Dollar Limits 
The easiest way to control inventory investment is to issue an 
edict telling the stock record clerks that they must keep the total 
investment below some dollar figure that has been set as an upper 
limit. Dollar limit control is a crude kind of min-max control 
which is explained in the following pages in detail. The dollar 
limit control is not only a very simple and easy way, but is a very 
common way to control both total inventories and also classes of in- 
1Franklin G. Moore, Production Control, 2nd.ed.(New Yorks 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959), pp.3li6-U8. 
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ventories. This, however, could be the most uneconomical way of 
inventory control, since, if the maximum dollar limit is set low, 
the stock clerks would be forced to order everything in small lots 
and often. Vlhat is saved by low inventory levels is lost in run¬ 
ning out of stock too often or in extra paper work, extra setup costs, 
and higher prices per unit for the inventory items that are bought. 
Used intelligently, dollar limits keep control over the amount 
of money tied up in inventories. Also dollar limits are about the 
only kind of overall control that is practicable since the inventor¬ 
ies are usually made up of thousands of various items. However, the 
big problem to be faced here is to determine the dollar limit to in¬ 
ventory investment. One way this could be done is to set up the 
past average investment in inventory after subjective modification 
as the limit. Judging just where the balance is between wasteful 
ordering practices and wasteful stocking practice is hard. Prob¬ 
ably a responsible official should check the inventories of high 
investment items to see if it is reasonable to expect them to be low¬ 
ered. Big inventories are easy to see in the plant and on the re¬ 
cords, so there is strong pressure to hold down. Unfortunately, 
wasteful small reorder costs do not show up clearly and are often 
underappreciated. 
Dollar limits for classes of materials, even if reasonably set 
for the total investment, may force uneconomical practices if they 
are not used with discretion. Suppose, for example, if there is 
fall in the demand for few high priced inventory items after replen- 
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ishment orders for them have been given, then investment in many other 
items has to be kept low, in order to keep the total inventory invest¬ 
ment within the set limit. The only way the operational personnel 
can meet the situation is to give larger number of replenishment 
orders for smaller lot sizes. Alternatively, the situation can be 
remedied by setting dollar limits on each individual stock item, in 
which case the easp and simplicity of the system are lost. Dollar 
limit control system ignores economic order lot purchases of indivi¬ 
dual items by setting an overall limit on the inventory investment. 
The system also ignores the effects of price changes. One way to 
make the system work is to use the dollar limit as an overall limit 
on inventory investment and control the individual inventory items 
by setting up time limits. 
Time Limits-^- 
Any method of controlling inventory finally has to reach down 
to specific items whose reorder quantities are intended to be con¬ 
trolled. The time limit method will achieve this purpose and it 
can be tied in with dollar limit control very well. Time limits 
are also a crude kind of min-max control. Time limits are set in 
such a way that the stocks of inventory items never go up beyond the 
forecast Usage for a specified period of time for each item. 
Time limits are veiy good for keeping investment in inventory 
within the specified limit. When short time limits are used chances 
!lbid 
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of loss on inventory from price declines, and the risk of obsolescence 
are reduced and inventory turns over more rapidly. But; against short 
time limits is the greater possibility of running out of stock when¬ 
ever an order arrives a little late. Also short time limits almost 
completely neglect the savings that might be gained through manufact¬ 
uring or buying in economic lots. Time limits are free from the 
need to be changed with either price levels or business levels, weak¬ 
nesses which apply to dollar limit controls. Price level changes 
do, however, affect the quantities that are ordered when time limits 
are used, but the change is fairly automatic. As business goes up 
or down, so do the quantities of items usedj that allows for an auto¬ 
matic adjustment in the reorder quantities without changes in the time 
limits. The greatest advantage of time limit control is that it 
facilitates, selective control of inventory items. One of the great¬ 
est disadvantages of the system, however, is that the time limits, 
more often than not, are fixed on the basis managerial judgment rather 
than solid economic justification. Moreover, where the rate of con¬ 
sumption of the material changes often, reorder quantities have to 
be freshly calculated every time changes occur and the automaticity 
of the system is somewhat lost. 
Two-Bin System^- 
This system is also known as Min-Max system of inventory con¬ 
trol. This is perhaps the oldest system still in common use today. 
!whitin, op.cit., pp.15-19. 
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The stock is divided into two bins: the first one is intended for 
satisfying the current demand, i.e., between*reeeiptôfomatérial and 
the placement of a replenishment order; the second for satisfying 
demand during the replenishment period. Thus the second bin comes 
into use only after the first bin has been completely depleted, and 
when that happens, an order for stock replenishment is initiated. 
When the replenishment material arrives, the level of the second bin 
is restored to its original high value and the balance is put in the 
first bin, from which current demand is now supplied again. 
This division into bins either takes the form of physical 
division in the store, with the storekeeper giving the ordering sig¬ 
nal as soon as he has to start using the second bin, or the two bins 
may be segregated only on the stock card, so that in the store the 
two quantities are kept together. There is, however, a fundamental 
difference between the two methods. When the stock is physically 
divided into two bins, ordering procedure is '‘automatic” because re¬ 
plenishment orders are triggered off as soon as the material in the 
first bin is depleted. The authority to order replenishment is not 
dependent on stock taking, stock balance calculations, consumption 
rate fluctuations, trends, etc. 
When the stock is divided into two bins on paper only (either 
on the same stock card or by the use of two stock cards, one for 
each bin), the order for replenishment must be initiated at the con¬ 
trol office, and this necessitates accurate and up-to-date records, 
hence an effective reporting procedure, involving a fair amount of 
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paper work, minimum time lag for information from the store to be 
transferred into the records, and periodical stock takings to compare 
the records with physical stooks. Although valuable information is 
gained by this method on the current stock level and demand character- 
« 
istics, the system loses some of its "automaticity." 
The main advantage of the two-bin system lies in its simplicity 
and reliability. It is comparatively cheap to operate and easy to 
explain to new stock control personnel. One of its disadvantages, 
however, is the absence of adequate data on stock levels and consump¬ 
tion rates in the simpler forms of the system. This hampers to a 
certain extent the revaluation of batch sizes for orders, which become 
particularly difficult to control in the case of slow-moving stock. 
Also when different items have to be ordered from the same source, 
in order to reduce transportation costs or to take advantage of credit 
or discount terms, it is necessary to order several items simultane¬ 
ously, even when only one reaches the reorder point, while the basic 
idea of the two-bin system is that products are independent of each 
other in the replenishment procedure. 
Most versions of the two-bin system do hot spell out in detail 
precisely what considerations should determine the amount to be 
stored in the second bin, the bin which is intended to satisfy the 
expected demands during the replenishment period. If the exact 
demand and the exact length of the replenishment period are known, 
the proper amount to be stored in the second bin can be discovered 
easily. However, when the factor of uncertainty is introduced, the 
21 
problem remains simple no more. 
True enough, ,all these shortcomings in the system can be allevi¬ 
ated by the introduction of suitable modifications such as segregation 
between slow-, medium-, and fast-moving items with a different amount 
of paper work and consumption rate analysis for each group or setting 
up groups of goods that have to be ordered simultaneously from the 
same vendors, with proper cross checks of stock levels. Most of 
these modifications work very well in practice, but more than not 
they rob the two-bin system of its basic advantage — that of simplicity 
of performance and minimum of paper work. 
Ordering Cycle System^ 
•‘The inventory control systems most prevalently used in the 
United States today involve ’ordering cycles,' i.e. intervals of 
time elapsing between the placement of orders for each item.^ 
The ordering cycle system is also known as "Periodic Review" 
system. Whereas in the two-bin system the reorder mechanism is 
linked to the stock level of each individual item, the ordering 
cycle system is based on periodic reordering of all items. With 
every cycle the stock of each item is brought up to its level,which 
is dependent on the length of the cycle, the replenishment period, 
and the consumption rate. When the replenishment period and demand 
^Samuel Eilon, Elements of Production Planning and Control 
(New Yorks The Macmillan Company, 1062), pp. 1*51-52. 
^Whitin, op.cit., p.19. 
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are not subject to variations, the reorder quantity obviously in¬ 
creases with the cycle time, so that short cycles are required if 
rapid turnover of stock is desirable. The main advantage of this 
system over the two-bin system is that all orders for replenishment 
sire issued at the same time. The ordering mechanism is regular and 
not subject to sporadic arrivals of warning signals from the store, 
and the personnel in the control office can perhaps better plan its 
operations and utilize its time more efficiently. Usually, however, 
more stock is held when this system is adopted than with the two-bin 
system. Among the variations of the ordering cycle system are the 
following! 
1. All items one cycle: i.e., all the items are replenished 
every cycle. This is a particularly useful method when the number 
of items is not too large and when the differences in demand are not 
so marked as to create large contrasts in the rate of stock turnover. 
In some cases, when the different goods have similar demand character¬ 
istics, replenishment times, etc. one reorder quantity may be adopted 
for all items, with readjustments for individusil items made once every 
few cycles. This method greatly simplifies the reordering procedure. 
2. Multicycles* i.e., the items are divided into groups and each 
group has its own ordering cycle, independent of the other groups. 
The groups are formed either by taking items whose demand character¬ 
istics are very close or their ordering cycle is about the same 
period. The multicycle system is adopted when the stores have to 
deal with a large number of items. Whereas with Mall items one 
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cycle” the average stock level tends to increase with the number of 
items, this failing can be remedied by splitting the store into 
groups and assigning an appropriate cycle time to each. 
Combination of Two-Bin and Ordering 
Cycle Systems 
Another type of inventory control system that is commonly 
used by many firms involves a combination of various aspects 
of the two-bin and the ordering cycle systems. Of this there 
are two principal variations, although it is possible to com¬ 
bine the two systems in a great many ways. One variation of 
the combined system operates just as the ordering cycle system 
described in the last section except for the inclusion of 
minimum stock levels. Whenever the minimum level is reached, 
replenishment orders are sent out without consideration of 
the ordering cycle.... 
The above variation is more like the ordering cycle system 
than the two-bin system. However, a second variation usually 
has more of the characteristics of the two-bin system than of 
the ordering cycle system. Inventories are taken on a cycli¬ 
cal basis, but orders are placed only when inventories are 
below some specified level, instead of every cycle as they would 
be under the ordering cycle system. This system could be made 
to resemble either the ordering cycle system or the two-bin 
system according to what is specified as the reordering level. 
If the critical level is set sufficiently high, the system 
might be identical with the ordering cycle system. For 
critical levels that are set by a consideration of what safety 
allowance is necessary to satisfy demand during the replenish¬ 
ment period, the system is quite like the two-bin, but it is 
advisable to set the reorder level somewhat above the minimum 
level of the two-bin system, since orders are not placed immedi¬ 
ately when this minimum level is reached. 
Clearly, mixed systems of the types described here have some 
of the advantages of the two-bin system and some of the ad¬ 
vantages of the ordering cycle system. The determination of 
which method is the best will depend on the level of routine 
ordering costs and of special ordering costs, on the level 
of carrying charges, on the costs of making the necessary 
physical or perpetual inventory data availably®, and, of course, 
on the details of operation of the systems.^- 
IWhitin, j pp «22*23 
2h 
Relating Controls to Usage 
In many firms, thousands upon thousands of different items 
comprise the stocks of inventories that are held and these items may 
receive widely varying usage. dearly it would not be sensible to 
devote the same degree of care and effort to control items that are 
rarely used as to those that are constantly entering into the manu¬ 
facturing operation. General Electric Company is purported to have 
been one of the first of the major companies to observe this condition 
and apply it in developing an inventory control scheme Some com¬ 
panies classify their inventory items into two classes and call them 
”blue” and "red'* chip items; others call them the nvital few” and 
the "trivial many.” This sytem, however, is most commonly known as 
the ABC system of inventory control. Inventory items are classified 
into three classes: category ”An embraces the top smallest percentage 
of items that account for the biggest percentage of usage or demand; 
category ”B” includes the next most active group and ”C” represents 
the largest number of items with the least usage. 
Attempting to provide the same controls to the different parts 
would have inevitable lead to either inadequate overall supervision 
or to over-supervision resulting in mountains of unnecessary paper. 
In general, therefore, tight controls with frequent ordering govern 
the 2 to I4. percent of the items with the half-dollar material usage. 
Loose controls with infrequent ordering should be the policy for the 
"'"Moore, op.cit., p.338. 
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items at the bottom of the listj and an intermediate system is to be 
applied to those in the middle. As a rule, hy concentrating atten¬ 
tion on several hundred instead of many thousands of items, companies 
have been able to introduce more effective control measures and bring 
about better overall supervision. Studies of inventory usage, there¬ 
fore, provide the base upon -which simplified but fully adequate in¬ 
ventory management systems can be constructed. 
General Comments 
The design of the inventory control systems described in the 
earlier pages would appear to have two specific objectives: (l) to 
avoid over-investment in business inventories, and (2) to reduce 
fluctuations of investment in inventories and confine them within 
specified limits. All these systems aim to ensure against stock¬ 
outs by fixing some kind of minimum level below which inventories 
are not allowed to fall. One fallacy that is common to all these 
systems of inventory control is that the entrepreneurs consider it 
necessary to maintain a minimum 3tock sufficient to fulfill' the ex¬ 
pected demands of the inventory items during the whole of the replen¬ 
ishment period. For example, it is a common assumption that when 
the delivery time increases by one month it is necessary to increase 
the minimum stock by one month's usage. Carried to its logical 
extreme, the fallacy of this assumption becomes apparent. According 
to the preceding assumption, if the delivery time increases by a year 
the minimum stock levels are then required to be increased by a year's 
usage of each item. But, by ordering in advance of one year and so 
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spacing the stock reviews that they do not occur too far apart in 
time, the minimum stock level could be reduced to far below the 
total consumption during the delivery period. The minimum stock 
at the time of reorder would then consist of total demand for the 
item between the stock reviews and the safety allowance to cover 
the probable fluctuations in demand during the delivery and stock 
review periods. 
CHAPTER III 
ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITIES 
Inventory systems discussed in the preceding section mainly 
seek to limit the investment in business inventories and to reduce 
violent fluctuations in inventories's investment by placing limits 
on inventory accululation. High concern of businesses about in¬ 
ventory accumulation is due to the high costs of possessing the in¬ 
ventory. The costs of possession vary in relation with the inventory 
carried and are usually very high. These costs are estimated to 
range from 15 percent to 25 percent of the inventory values. The 
possession costs consist of risk of fluctuations in inventory values, 
interest charges on capital tied up in business inventories and carry¬ 
ing costsj included in the carrying costs are taxes, obsolescence, 
deterioration, shrinkage, insurance, storage, handling, depreciation, 
pilferage and theft. By all tlis, it then seems prudent to buy in 
as smaller quantities as possible in frequent purchase orders. This 
would be very right except for the fact that it usually involves some 
expense to process and follow up every purchase order. The order 
processing and follow up costs which are generally known as "Procure¬ 
ment" or "Order" costs though not apparent are, nevertheless, very 
real and existent. None of the inventory control systems discussed 
^Andlauer, op.cit., p.25. 
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in the preceding section, however, consider these costs in a direct 
and forthright manner — in fact, they bypass these considerations 
in the hope that a control on the total dollars of bins would take 
care of these costs with no detriment to the efficiency of the busi¬ 
ness. Even more, none tell the management how to determine the op¬ 
timum purchase quantities which balance the costs of possession and 
costs of procurement. The purpose of the present section is to 
deal with the techniques used to determine the order quantity which 
results in minimum total cost over some planning period. This opti¬ 
mum lot size or the ''Economic Order Quantity" is then installed as 
the standard order so that future replenishment decisions can be 
handled on a routine basis. 
Basic Requirements for Order Quantity 
Decisions 
Effective order quantity decisions depend upon the availability 
of current and reliable data regarding the input factors. The 
decision maker should have made available to him: the total demand 
for the inventory item over the planning period; carrying cost; 
interest on capital invested in the item inventory; and the cost of 
procurement. As will be indicated immediately, there could be many 
variations of the input data — not to mention the degree of certain¬ 
ty with which they could be relied on. In the circumstances, only 
a few situational studies can be undertaken here. 
Economic order quantity decision-making would be examined under 
two inventory control systems: (1) two-bin system and, (2) periodic 
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review system under typical situations. 
Two-Bin System 
Under this type of inventory control system, purchase orders 
for the inventory items are triggered off as soon as the stock in the 
first bin is depleted, i«e«, when the reorder point is reached. The 
basic types of situations which will be examined in this subsection 
ares 
Situation I - Order shipmentr partial Price per unit - fixed 
Situation II " full " fixed 
Situation III ” full " variable 
Development of Cost Models 
The first phase of the order quantity decision-making is to 
develop mathematical models which describe the relevant cost of the 
systems over the planning period. This procedure, it will be ob¬ 
served is slightly different from that of the standard t exbooks which 
proceed to build total cost models. The present method is not entire¬ 
ly different from that of the textbook writers, because both the ap¬ 
proaches try to arrive at a point where the marginal net relevant cost 
is zero. Révélant costs comprise of carrying costs, interest charges 
and procurement costs.-*- 
Situation I (Fixed Price, Partial Shipments) 
Under this situation, thé delivery of the ordered material 
•*-Refer to "Definitions,on p.12-11*. 
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is spread over a period of time; and material is drawn from the 
stores for consumption as and when it is received. 
Total Ordering (Procurement) Costs: 
This is the cost of processing and following up the total 
number of purchase orders during the planning period, and is represent¬ 
ed as follows: 
TOC ** D where, 
Q S 
D * Total demand for the inventory item during the planning 
period 
S * Cost of processing and following up a purchase order 
Q * Lot size 
Total Inventory Carrying Costs: 
This is the cost of carrying the inventory item in stock. In 
this case the maximum stock level will occur on the completion of 
the delivery of material and be equal to: stock received (Q units), 
accululated at the rate of (m - d), where "m" is the rate of delivery 
and '‘d** is the rate of material consumption during the period. 
Maximum inventory = Q (1 - d ) 
m 
The minimum stock is assumed to be zero, because the existence of safe¬ 
ty stocks is ignored in the present situation on the assumption that 
no uncertainties exist. The average cycle stock would be one half 
of the maximum stock. Thus carrying costs are expressed as follows: 
TCCC (1 - — ) Cl (1) 
2 m 
Where TICC * total inventory carrying cost for the period 
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Q * lot size 
d * rate of material consumption 
m = delivery rate of material 
C « direct cost per unit 
I ■ inventory carrying charge (percent per period) 
Total Relevant Cost: 
It is the sum of procurement and carrying costs and is repre¬ 
sented as follows: 
' Ç 5 * | ( 1 - i ) CI (2) 
m 
where TRC * total relevant cost for the planning period. 
In order to determine the MQM which minimizes the total costs, 
we differentiate the expression (2) with respect to Q and set the 
derivative equal to zero. The following equation is obtained* 
Thus 0 « DS_ + (1 - j3 ) d 
o2 rc (3) 
* 2 
and Q ■ / 2 DS 
l/ (1 - d ) CI (U) 
’ m 
Situation II (Fixed Price, Complete Shipments) 
Under this situation material shipment arrives in a single and 
complete shipment. Therefore, unlike in the previous situation, the 
minimum and maximum stock levels occur at the same point in time. 
The average cycle stock is one half of the maximum cycle stock, be¬ 
cause minimum stock level is assumed to be zero. The total relevant 
or variable costs may be expressed as follows: 
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TRC - D g + Q or (5) 
Q 2 
Again, differentiating expression (5) with regard to **Q" setting 
the derivative equal to zero and solving for "Q" which is the econ¬ 
omic order quantity, we have! 
Q - f 2DS (6) 
V Cl 
Situation III (Variable Price,. Complete Shipments) 
One complication may arise in applying formula (6) in real 
life situations, due to the fact that in setting up the formula the 
practice of being allowed quantity discounts on purchases was not 
considered. Thus, in the third situation the determination of econo¬ 
mic order quantity will be examined under varying discount practices! 
(1) continuous discounts and (2) discontinuous discounts. 
Continuous Discounts! 
In the continuous discounts case, the assumption is that the 
seller includes certain fixed costs represented by MFM in his selling 
price. This assumption is very real and true, because just like 
the ordering or procurements costs that have been considered in the 
previous economic order quantity formulas, the seller has also some 
fixed costs for processing each sales order and this cost is included 
in the selling price charged to the customer. The cost of Q units 
is therefore F + VQ, and the unit price is F/Q + V, which decreases 
continuously with increases in the purchase quantity Q. The equation 
representing costs which vary with changes in Q will include a term 
representing the annual sum of money paid for the goods purchased 
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must be included, for this term now varies with the purchase quantity. 
This mew term may be written as the product of D/Q, the number of times 
purchases are made each year and F + VQ, the amount of money paid 
to the vendor at each purchase. Total relevant costs (TRC) may be 
then writtens 
TRC - Q (F + V )I + (D s)+ D (F + VQ) (7) 
2 Q Q Q 
IF + VQI + (D s ) +(D) F + DV (8) 
2 2 Q Q 
Differentiating TRC with respect to Q and setting the derivative equal 
to zero, the following equation is obtained: 
VI - D (S + F) “0 
Discontinuous Discounts: 
For the discontinuous quantity discount case, the situation is 
assumed to be one where varying rates of discounts are allowed, depend¬ 
ing upon the order quantity. In other words, in the present analysis 
it is assumed that there exists a schedule of discounts depending upon 
the quantity purchased. The effect of a quantity discount is to 
produce several unit costs for the same item. These unit costs are 
dependent upon the order quantity which determines the applicable 
•^•Based on Arthur Snyder, '‘Principles of Inventory Management,” 
The Financial Executive (April, 196U), pp.13-21. 
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discount rate. The procedure for handling a discontinuous quantity 
discount is to calculate an EOQ for each unit cost. The optimum 
quantity will be the largest EOQ provided if falls within the quantity 
discount range upon which the unit cost and respective discount is 
based. Practical demonstration of handling the discontinuous 
quantity discounts is contained below. 
Solution for Optimal Order Quantity 
Through Formulas 
Demonstrated below are the forumla solutions for optimal order 
quantity under the given set of conditions. Other methods of opti¬ 
mal quantity solution ares (1) tabulor method; and (g) graphic method. 
These two methods are laborious and more difficult to handle. They 
are dealt with in detail in Stockton's book on inventory systems.^ 
An Examplei 
Part No.K17 is a standard part which is bought from outside 
sources. Under a given set of conditions the buyer calculates the 
most economical purchase order quantity (EOQ) as follows; 
Annual demand (D) ■ 2l;Q0 units 
Ordering cost (S) * $12 per order 
Price (C) * $1 per unit 
Rate of consumption (d) « 10 units per day 
Rate of delivery (m) ■ £0 units per day 
^R. Stansbury Stockton, (Baadftpîavant ofey? Pjygtam&s o '0o¥fëèpik--Aftd 
Anàlys&an(Bbsctopand'Rahbn, Inc., 19^5), pp.27-31. 
Inventory carrying charge (I) * 20 percent per year 
Q - EOQ 
Situation I (Fixed Price, Partial Shipments) 
Q 2 DS 
Cl (1 -t ) 
m 
Substituting and solving for Q we get, 
Q (2) (2ij00) (12) [ 
1/1.00 (.20) (1 - 10 
¥ To) 
^360,000 » 600 units 
per order 
Situation II (Fixed Price, Complete Shipments) 
Substituting and solving for Q we get, 
f (2) (2I4OO) (12l / 
Q * 1/ 288,000 * 535 units per order 
If 1.00 (.20) 
Situation III (Variable Price, Complete Shipments) 
(a) Continuous Discount! Seller's quotation » $30 per order 
plus $2 per unit 
Vendor's fixed charge per order (F) ■ $30 
Vendor's fixed charge/per unit (V) * $2 
/ 2D (S + F) 
Q - f CIV 
Substituting and solving for Q we get, 
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W (2) (2I4OO) (12 » 30)    
Q - !2.00 (.20) »/50U,000 - 210 units per order 
(b) Discontinuous Discounts» 
A company has a monthly usage of 100 units of Part No.KL 7 





(a) 1-9 - $10.00 
(b) 10 - h9 10 percent 9.00 
(c) 50 - 99 25 " 7.30 
(d) Over 100 bO " 6.00 
Assume that the company has an established procedure for determining 
purchase order quantities based on the use of the E0Q formula and 
the following data applicable to part No.K17: 
I * 20 percent per year 
S « $2.00 per order 
D “ Monthly Sales » 100 units 
a b C d 
Monthly Sales (D) 100 100 100 100 
Carrying Cost (I) 20 % 20% 20% 20$ 
Ordering Cost (S) $2.00 $2.00 $2.00 $2.00 






50 - 99 Over 100 
Unit Cost (C) $10.00 $9.00 $7.50 $6.00 
EOQ* 1U 15 16 18 
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* EOQ has been approximated to the nearest unit of Part No.Kl?. 
The effects of the approximation totes adjusted in the last purchase 
during the month. 
As is shown in the preceding figures, the four BOQ’s vary from 
111 to 18. The optimum EOQ is 15 as it is the largest EOQ which falls 
within its respective purchase quantity range (10 - I|9)• Theoritical- 
ly, the EOQ of 16 cannot be used as it is based on a unit cost of 
$7.50 which can be realized only if the order quantity is for $0 - 99 
units. For the same reason, the EOQ of 18 cannot be used as its unit 
cost of $6.00 requires an order quantity of 100 units or more. 
Whitin cites a method devised by R.H. Wilson for handling quantity- 
1 
discount decisions. A somewhat similar method has been adopted by 
2 
Magee and is described below. 
Table 1 is based on an order cost of $10 and an inventory cost 
of 20 percent of a unit purchase price per year. The entries in the 
table are the total costs (including price, order cost, and inventory 
cost) per $100 purchased. To illustrate the calculation, using the 
entry for $500 annual usage and $200 order size, 
Purchase price = $500 
Order cost: $500/$200 = 2.5 orders - 25 
@ $10 




of $109/$100 purchased 
iWhitin, op.cit., p.36. 
2Magee, op.cit., pp.63-6i|. 
TABLE 1 
ORDERING-COST TABLE 
Inventory cost » 20 percent of unit price per yearj ordering 
cost ■ $10 
Annual Order size 
usage Wô “$2ÔÔ $300 "$500 $700 $1,000 $i,5oo $2,000 
$ 100 $120.00 $121.67 $125.00 $133.33 $152.00 $171.1*3 $201.00 $250.67 $300.50 
2ï>0 iiU.00 112.67 113.00 115.33 122.00 129.1*3 11*1.00 160.67 180.50 
5oo 112.00 109.67 109.00 109.33 112.00 115.1*3 121.00 130.67 ii*°.5o 
1,000 111.00 108.17 107.00 106.33 107.00 108.1*3 111.00 115.67 120.50 
2,500 no.Uo 107.27 105.80 ioii.53 IOU.OO 10l*.23 105.00 106.67 108.50 
5,000 110.20 106.97 105.Uo 103.93 103.00 102.83 103.00 103.67 10U.50 
10,000 110.10 106.82 105.20 103.63 102.50 102.13 102.00 102.17 102.50 
25,000 no.ol* 106.73 105.08 103.1*5 102.20 101.71 101.1*0 101.27 101.30 
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To find the order size nearest the nimimum-cost order size, 
for any rate of annual usage, one should read across the row in 
Table it, corresponding to the rate of annual usage to find the column 
with the lowest entry. 
When the vendor offers varying discounts depending upon the 
quantity ordered, then the procedure to select the most economic 
order quantity to utilize the rates of discount available is to 
compare the increase in total inventory costs per $100 of material 
purchased against the discount rate available. The buyer should 
select that order quantity where the difference between the available 
discount rate and the increase in the total cost of inventory per 
$100 purchased is the greatest. For example, if the annual usage 
rate is $500, the lowest cost shown is $109, at the order size of 
$200. Part of the vendor's discount schedule is as below: 
Order Quantity Discount 
Below 300 
300 - h99 2% 
300 - 799 3% 
Over 800 
In the above situation the buyer should take two decisions: 
(1) whether to take advantage of the available discounts; and (2) 
which order quantity bracket is the most advantageous one? The 
above two questions are answered by the following expression: 
R - (TC2 - TCI) - K (10) 
where, R ■ Rate of discount 
TCI * Total cost per $100 purchased in the least cost order size 
Uo 
TC2 ■ iotal cost per $100 purchased in the lot size needed to 
utilize the given discount rate. 
So the buyer will not find it profitable to use the available 
discount rates unless K is at least equal to or greater than zero. 
As to the discount rate which results in the lowest total cost per 
$100, the buyer should choose one where K is the greatest. Applying 
expression (10) to the given discount schedule we get, 
$2 - ($109.33 - $109.00)■ $1.6? - K 
It is thus advantageous to utilize the quantity discount because K 
is greater than zero. As to which rate of discount is the most bene¬ 
ficial one, we find that: 
$2 - ($109.33 - $109.00) - $1.67 - K at $300 lot size 
$3 - ($112.00 - $109.00) - $0.00 - K at $500 lot size 
According to the above, it is most beneficial to buy in order lots 
of $300 because K is the greatest at that level. 
Criticism of Magee’s Ordering-cost Table Mfethodi 
The tabular method of dealing with discontinuous quantity dis¬ 
counts, though very simple and easy to handle, proves to be less than 
accurate. Firstly, construction of the ordering-cost table suffers 
from the fact that it could only accommodate a finite number of annual 
usage rates aid construction of such a table comes extremely diffi¬ 
cult when it is required to accommodate a large number of usage rates. 
Secondly, total cost per $100 as shown in the table includes ordering 
costs which are based on fractional orders also. Thus, total cost 
per $100 purchased at the order size of $200 when the annual usage is 
$500 is based on the ordering cost of $25 for 2.5 orders. Since 
there cannot be a one half order the ordering costs should have been 
$30 in which case the total cost per $100 purchased at $200 lot size 
would be $110 based on the total ordering cost of $30 for three 
orders. Thirdly, calculation of carrying costs as a percentage of 
the full price in quantity discount decision-making is less than ac¬ 
curate. When trade discounts are allowed, taxes, insurance charges, 
etc. which are parts of the carrying costs should be based on the 
net rather than gross invoice price. In such a case increases in 
carrying costs would be less than otherwise shown. In spite of 
these limitations the ordering-cost table has much practical use. 
Periodic Review System 
As noted in the preceding chapter, under this system stock 
requirements are reviewed periodically and purchase orders are issued 
for the estimated material requirements during the planning period 
left uncovered by the stock-on-hand and on order. 
Under this system the problem is to determine the optimum 
number of stock reviews or in other words, the stock review period. 
The objective is to match the stock carrying costs against the order¬ 
ing and stock review costs. Total relevant costs under this system 
can be written ass 
TRO* « N(S + W) + Q (C) I (H) 
where N = number of orders (reviews) per period 
S « preparation cost per order 
W * review cost per order 
G * direct cost per unit 
I - inventory carrying charge 
Q » average order quantity 
* Since thq factor of uncertainty is ignored in the present case, no 
safety stock is provided. 
Before the above can be solved for variable N, the other variable Q 
should be eliminated. Elimination of the variable Q is achieved by 
sunstituting (Q * D/N) in the second term. The equation now is 
TEC - N (S + W ) ♦ D(C)I (12) 
2N 
Differentiating the above with regard to N and setting the derivative 
equal to zero we get, 
0 - (S + w) -i- D(C)I 
N IZ SSEL . 
|| 2 (S + W) 
Application of equation 13 proceeds as follows: 
* |/909 
(13) 
^2U,000 (g) .2$ 
N - ¥ 2($6.50 + $10) 
where Annual demand (D) 
Cost per unit (C) 
Ordering costs (S) 
Review cost (W) 
Inventory carrying cost (I) 
Optimal number of stock reviews per year 
30 orders (reviews per year) 
■ 21*» 000 units 
- $5 
- $10 per order 
■ $6.50 per review 
■ 25 percent 
N 
Given 21*0 working days in a year, an interval of eight days would 
result in thirty reviews and routine orders. 
U3 
Gfeneral Comments 
There are two misconceptions concerning the use of EOQ formula 
for determining EOQ's. First, EOQ is a specific quantity and, second, 
that a small deviation from this specific quantity would substantial¬ 
ly increase cost per unit. The implied inflexibility has always been 
a source of concern to those individuals charged with the responsi¬ 
bility of managing the inventory control system. In actual practice,it 
is often necessary to release a lot size which is greater or less than 
the EOQ. These deviations from the EOQ are usually reluctantly 
approved because it is believed there will be significant increase in 
the total unit cost. This misconception stems primarily from the 
popular concept that cost per unit plotted as a function of ordering 
quantity results in a curve with a distinct minimum point is further 
supported by the EOQ formula which provides only one answer for any 
given set of data. Enlargement of such a curve will, however, indi¬ 
cate that what appeared to be a distinct minimum point in the unenlarged 
curve is in fact a flat portion of the curve which extends to the 
either side of the specific point. The total cost in the neighbor¬ 
hood of the economic order quantity is relatively insensitive to 
moderately small changes in the amount ordered. 
For all practical purposes, therefore, EOQ can be interpreted 
as a quantity range within which can be realized the minimum total 
cost. The higher is the EOQ, the wider is the "EOQ Range." Items 
that are comparatively cheap may often enjoy a higher range allowance 
than expensive items, since larger deviations from the optimum in 
hh 
in cheap items may first seem ominous percentage-wise (compared 
with their cost), but when compared with the stock value of all 
items, this increase may be negligible. 
EOQ vs. Cost Ratioi 
The EOQ forumula can be thought of as a function of sales 
volume (D), investment factor (I) and cost (S,C). The equation when 
separated appears as follows! 
EOQ - J 2DS » / D x 2 x S 
f Cl V I C 
■When viewed in this manner, it becomes evident that it is the ratio 
of ordering cost to unit cost (S/C) rather than their absolute values 
which determines the EOQ. For example, if the ordering cost is $1 
per order, and the -unit cost is $10, the cost ratio then is lîlO. 
For the same values of D and I, any combination of absolute values 
for S and C which maintain the same cost ratio will result in the 
same EOQ. Often it is difficult to establish accurate and accept» 
able ordering and unit costs. The interpretation of these costs as 
ratio, rather than as absolute amounts can serve as a very useful ap¬ 
proach to handling the cost aspect of the EOQ formula. The use of 
a cost ratio establishes a proper relationship between the two costs. 
For instance, if the unit cost of an item is $55, there is no need 
to fret whether the ordering cost is $5.00 or $5.50. The effect 
on the cost ratio, and, hence, the EOQ is insignificant. Further, 
it often simplifies the problem of how much variable overhead cost 
should be added to each cost. If the overhead is a percentage addi¬ 
tion to each cost, then it can be ignored as it will not change the 
ratio. Another advantage to the cost ratio approach is that it 
permits products with similar cost ratios to he grouped and handled 
with the same inventory control charts and procedures. 
EOQ vs. Sales Volume 
Under most conditions, once the cost ratio (S/C) and investment 
factor (I) have been determined and agreed upon for a given product^ 
they can be considered constant unless involved in a major cost 
change. This reduces, therefore, the EOQ formula to the function 
of one true variable — sales volume. 
However, the appropriate order quantity aid the average invent¬ 
ory maintained do not vary directly with sales. They vary with the 
square root of sales. So with the same cost characteristics the 
larger the volume of sales, the less inventory per unit of sales is 
required. 
EOQ vs. Quantity Discounts 
Earlier discussion of EOQ formula in relation to the discontinu¬ 
ous quantity discounts has shown that the typical quantity discount 
schedule has no significant effect on the EOQ. At best, recognition 
of a purchase quantity discount will increase the order quantity only 
to the next bracket. An easy solution to this problem is to base the 
purchase order quantity on an evaluation of the EOQ range for the item 
and the respective discount schedule. 
CHAPTER IV 
UNCERTAINTY, SAFETY STOCKS AND REORDER LEVELS 
If all demands or requirements for products were known exactly 
in advance, deciding how much and when to buy would not have exer¬ 
cised the minds of the business executives in charge of management 
of inventories. The principal limitations inhibiting the broad 
direct application of the methods discussed in Chapter III are the 
assumptions connected with certainty of inventory demands and time 
required to replenish the inventory requirements. In real life it 
is impossible to predict with fall accuracy the demands for inventory 
items and to a certain extent their replenishment times. Thus R. J. 
Oravac wrote: 
A contemporary philosopher has suggested that success, 
however measured, is primarily influenced by the manner in 
which a man adjusts to the constant stream of both major and 
minor uncertainties that confront him. In the establishment 
of controls over inventories, this thought hits the nail 
right on the head. The proper treatment of "uncertainties" 
surrounding a given inventory situation is of vital importance 
as will be attested to by those who have had uneconomically 
high inventory levels, or damaging inventory shortages because 
of a final failure to appraise the uncertainties of consumer 
demand or vendor supply. 
Besides uncertainties, the uncertainties of erratic lead 
periods in replenishing inventories call for the use of stat¬ 
istical procedures. Again it is not only the averages which 
must be considered but also the variations, both assignable 
and random, about such averages. It is the random variation 
in both demand lead periods about their respective averages 
which create the need for "safety stocks." 1 
^R. J. Oravac, "Statistical Inventory Management," The Journal 
of Accountancy (December, I960), pp.1*0-52. 
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Safety Stocks 
The approach to eliminating difficulties resulting from ex¬ 
haustion of stocks before a replenishment supply is received is 
clearly to keep some additional inventory on hand which can be drawn 
upon in case of emergency, but not count on this inventory in deter¬ 
mining when to place a replenishment order. This additional in¬ 
ventory is called "safety stock" or "safety allowance." The object¬ 
ive is to arrive at a reasonable balance between the amount of extra 
inventory (and its capital, storage, and other cost) and the protection 
obtained against stock exhaustion. As more and more inventory is 
set aside, either figuratively or in fact, as safety stock, the chance 
of exhaustion becomes ever less. However, the amount of protection 
which each additional unot of safety inventory buys characteristical¬ 
ly drops as more inventory is added, and thus the return from in¬ 
creasing inventory balances diminishes rapidly. The question iss 
How much additional inventory as safety stock can be economically 
justified? 
The answer to the above question depends on an estimate of 
the maximum reasonable demand during the lead time. One way of esti¬ 
mating the maximum reasonable demand is to estimate the expected demand 
and then to add an allowance for protection against the uncertainty 
inherent in any demand forecast. The allowance is the product of 
the safety factor and the standard deviation of the errors in fore¬ 
casting over a lead time. Thus, to fix the safety stock level, two 
pieces of information are required: (1) a distribution of differences 
between forecast and actual demand over a lead time, showing how 
frequently these differences may be expected to exceed any given 
size;^ and (2) an agreement as to how frequently stock-outs are al¬ 
lowed or, in other words, the desired level of customer service. 
The safety factor, with which this chapter is mainly concerned, 
is the control that reflects what is considered ''reasonable'1 in pro¬ 
tecting service to the customers. In one approach to the problem, 
the management will have to decide when the marginal cost of pro¬ 
viding more inventory is greater than the marginal value of giving 
better service. In another approach, the safety factor can be 
selected to balance the cost of carrying the inventory against a 
known cost of having backorders. Cost of backorders, in the second 
situation, is explicit rather than implicit as in the first situation. 
Safety Factors for Specified Service Level 
The basic decision in determining the safety stock allowance 
is to determine when the value of giving customer service matches 
off with the cost of rendering such service. The level of customer 
service depends upon the safety stocks held in the business; and the 
price or the cost of rendering the customer service at the given level 
is the cost of holding safety stock. On the other hand, the value 
of rendering customer service at the given level is subjective; it 
changes with time depending on the service rendered by competitors 
and the need or desire to increase or decrease the general level of 
■^Complements of F (t) values in Table $ on page 
demand. The value of giving additional customer service also depends 
upon the level of customer service at the time of taking this decision. 
For example, the marginal value of increasing the level of service 
from 98 percent to 99 percent may not be as much as increasing the 
service level from 80 percent to 85 percent. 
The present approach, therefore, will be to show how to compute 
the price that has to be paid, in terms of inventory investment to 
increase the customer service level by any given percentage, and the 
manager has to decide when the increase in price is greater than the 
increase in value of the service level. Once the service level has 
been decided upon, then, setting up the safety factors for the desired 
level is rather routine. The procedure of setting safety factors is 
described below.1 
Periodic Review System 
Under this system the stocks of inventory items are reviewed 
at fixed intervals of time and orders enough to bring the available 
stocks back up the estimated maximum reasonable demand during the 
lead time are placed. It should be recalled, however, that lead 
time under this system consists of stock review period (time inter¬ 
val between consecutive stock reviews) and the stock replenishment 
time (time interval between issuance of a purchase order and receipt 
of material). It can be expressed ass 
Lead Time » Stock Review Period + Stock Replenishment time. 
1For a fuller treatment refer to Robert G. Brown, Statistical 
Forecasting for Inventory Control (New Yorks McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc.,”l9£?J, PP.107-12. 
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Making the assumption that an estimate of the average rate of 
demand during the lead time and also an estimate of the standard 
deviation of the forecast over the lead time are available for use, 
it is also assumed, as a starting point that the forecast of errors 
is available and is normally distributed.’*’ How many standard devia¬ 
tions should be added to the expected demand to give an estimate of 
the maximum reasonable demand during the lead time? In other words, 
what should the safety factor be? Before these questions could be 
answered, assumption as to the desired level of customer service must 
first be made. To illustrate the procedure, let it be assumed 
thatî 
Stock Review Period (Q) * 1 month 
Standard Deviation of Forecast Errors (M) * 0.625 month 
Customer service level (P) » 95 percent 
Under the above situation, the management's decision is that 
at least 95 percent of the customers' orders should be satisfied 
from the stocks and only 5 percent of the orders could be left un¬ 
fulfilled. The unfulfilled orders may either be completely lost, 
or may become backorders, depending upon the particular circumstances 
of the case. The first step in finding the appropriate safety 
factor for any given service percentage (P) is to compute the value 
of a "service function" by the following formula: 
f (k) - Q (1 - P (111) 
M 




f (k) -  1  (1 - .95) “ 0.08 
CÜ325 
Referring to Table 2, the safety factor (k) corresponding to 
the above safety function is 1.0.^ Having arrived at the safety 
factor, the safety stock level and reorder level can be computed as 
below: 
Safety Stock ■ (k) x (M) (15) 
Reorder Level * Expected demand + Safety Stock (16) 
(Maximum Reasonable Demand) 
Two-Bin System 
Under this system, the available stock (stock on hand, plus 
stock on order, less any unfulfilled demand) is reviewed after each 
transaction. If the demand reduces the available stock below an 
order point, an. order is released to replenish stock. The order 
point should be equal to an estimate of the maximum reasonable demand 
during the lead time. Again, it is expressed as 
Maximum reasonable demand « expected demand +(safety factor) x 
(standard deviation) 
The difference between this and the periodic review system is 
the definition given to the various terms. Though equation llj. is 
still used to calculate the safety factor, Q now represents the standard 
order quantity (in month' supply) that is released whenever stock is 
to be replenished. And the standard deviation of the forecast of 
errors is now to be computed for only the standard replenishment 
time; the lead time does not include an interval between reviews. 
■^Instead of computing service function, safety factors for any 
Q/M ratio can be read for different customer-service levels directly 
from a chart: Ibid., p.lll. 
TABLE 2 
THE SERVICE FUNCTION FOR A NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 





















Source: Robert G. Brown, Statistical forecasting for Inventory 
Control (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959)» 
p • no • 
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Safety Factors When Backorder Cost is Explicit 
Inventory demands on a stockpoint may be external or internal. 
When the stock of inventory at the stockpoint is inadequate to meet 
the demands made upon it, then one of the two alternatives will happen: (l) 
thè bus tomet*Si : and/or other stockpoints may take their demands else¬ 
where, or (2) the customers and/or other stockpoints may be willing 
to bear the delay and wait for their demands to be fulfilled upon 
the arrival of fresh stock. Under the first alternative inability 
to meet external demands will mean loss of profits and in case of 
internal demands it will result in getting material from outside at 
an extra cost; under the second alternative, backordering of internal 
and external demands will result in internal delays and loss of 
customer goodwill. While the costs of backordering under the first 
alternative are explicit, they are not that explicit under the second 
alternative. Determination of the relevant safety factor in case 
of implicit backorder costs is dependent upon managerial judgment, 
and policy, whereas, it is more mechanistic in cases where the back¬ 
order costs are explicit. The latter situation is examined below. 
There are two methods of determining the safety stocks in the 
case of explicit backorder costs: (1) tabular method, and (2) formula 
method. Both the methods essentially aim to match costs of safety 
stocks against the costs of backorders. In both situations, manage¬ 
ment's aim is to arrive at a reasonable customer service level and 
there is no standard of service determined in advance. 
The tabular method is nothing but a trial and error method. 
Here, safety stocks required to render different levels of customer 
service are first computed and then the level where the difference 
between the cost of carrying the safety stock and the cost of back¬ 
orders is the lowest is taken to be the most desirable level of 
customer service.'*’ 
The formula method of safety stock determination is demonstra¬ 
ted by Robert G. Brown^ by using the following formula: 
Cost of backordering one unit 
(17) 
(Cost of backordering one unit) + (Cost to carry one unit in 
inventory for one mohth) x (months' supply ordered at one time) 
To illustrate the above formula, 
Cost of backorder * R 
Carrying cost ■ I 
Standard order quantity ■ Q 
Standard deviation of forecast 
errors » M 
let us suppose 
= $U per unit 
■ $0.05 unit/month 
* 3 months' supply 
= .5 months' supply 
Substituting 
k  = .9639 
(ÏÏT + (.05)(3) 
Refer to Table 3 of the normal distribution, and find the value of 
F(t) closest to the above answer. The corresponding value of t is 
the safety factor that will minimize the total cost of backorders 
Stockton, op.cit., p.£6. 
2Brown, op.cit., pp.119-120. 
TABLE 3 
THE CUMULATIVE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
F(t) is the probability that an error will be smaller than t 
standard deviations 
t F(t) t F(t) t F(t) 
0.00 0.5000 1.00 0.8413 2.00 0.9773 
o.o5 0.5199 i.o5 0.8531 2.05 0.9798 
0.10 Û.5398 1.10 0.861*3 2.10 0.9821 
o.i5 0.5596 i.i5 0.8749 2.15 0.9842 
0.20 0.5793 1.20 0.8849 2.20 0.9861 
0.25 0.5987 1.25 0.8944 2.25 0.9878 
0.30 0.6179 1.30 0.9032 2.30 0.9893 
0.35 0.6368 1.35 0.9115 2.35 0.9906 
0.1*0 0.6554 1.1*0 0.9192 2.40 0.9918 
0.45 0.6736 1.45 0.9265 2.45 0.9929 
o.5o 0.6915 i.5o 0.9332 2.50 0.9938 
o.55 0.7088 1.55 0.9394 2.55 0.9946 
o.6o 0.7258 1.60 0.9452 2.60 0.9953 
0.65 0.71*22 1.65 0.9595 2.65 0.9960 
0.70 0.7580 1.70 0.9554 2.70 0.9965 
0.75 0.7734 1.75 0.9599 2.75 0.9970 
0.80 0.7881 1.80 0.9641 2.80 0.9974 
0.85 0.8023 1.85 0.9678 2.85 0.9978 
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TABLE 3 (Continued) 
0.90 0.8159 1.90 0.9713 2.90 0.9981 
0.95 0.8289 1.95 0.97UU 2.95 0.998U 
Sourceî Robert G. Brown, Statistical Forecasting for Inventory 
Control (New Yorkî McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959), 
pTHÏT 
and of carrying the inventory. In case of the present example, the 
value of "t" closest to the answer to equation lij is .96I4I and 
the corresponding '*F(t)'* is 1.80. The most economical safety 
stock is 
F(t) x Standard deviation of forecast errors 
“ (I.80) x (0.5) ** .90 month*s supply 
The level of customer service afforded by holding .90 month's supply 
can be found by a simple rearrangement of equation 1U, thus 
P - 1 - f (k) M (18) 
Q 
Substituting we get 
P - 1 - (.Û1U3) (.5) - .99762 
3 
The level' of customer service that can be rendered from the stock 
on hand is 99.76 percent, in other words, only ,2k orders for every 
100 orders would be left unfulfilled due to stock depletion. Thus, 
equation 17 shows that the safety factor and consequently safety 
stock would be less if it costs a great deal to carry inventory or 
if the cost of backorder is lowj conversely safety factor will be 
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high if the cost of backorder is high or carrying cost of inventory 
is low. 
General Comments 
Textbooks often ignore the interrelationships between size of 
reorder and safety stock. Equation lU points out that this relation¬ 
ship is very important. Risk of backordering is the lowest when 
the stock on hand is at its maximum level; it is the greatest when 
the reorder level is reached. The size of the order quantity deter¬ 
mines the frequency of exposure to risk and the consequent need for 
safety stock. The greater is the standard order quantity, rthe less 
is the order frequency and the need for safety stock. 
Equation lU underscores the need for forecast accuracy. 
The greater the accuracy of demand forecast, the lower is the standard 
deviation of forecast errors. Lower standard deviation of forecast 
errors results in higher ''service function, " lower safety factor and 
lower safety stocks required to ensure any given level of customer 
service. Keeping other factors constant, greater level of customer 
service can be achieved only by carrying more in safety stocks. 
Longer lead times result in higher safety stocks. This fact is very 
important in choosing between two-bin and periodic systems of inventory 
control 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION — A FEW REFLECTIONS 
To talk about the importance and need to control business 
inventories would be nothing more than repeating what has been al¬ 
ready said in the earlier pages. And to recite all the benefits 
that would accrue from the use of inventory control systems and 
techniques would amount to nothing more than belaboring a point made 
by many textbooks and articles on the subject of inventory control. 
But the fact is, however, that there are more problems in the adoption 
of systems for inventory control rather than in their design. 
Sometimes inventory problems arise because of a tendency to 
think of inventories in isolation from production or sales opera¬ 
tions. Sometimes field inventories are thought of as important to 
the sales organization but of no direct interest to production manage¬ 
ment. All that the production people are supposed to do is fill 
field-replenishment orders as they come in. Sometimes factory in¬ 
ventories are viewed too narrowly as the concern of production alone, 
and the influence of demand forecasts, customer order handling and 
field-reordering methods on inventory requirements at the factory is 
overlooked. The problems of inventory must in the end be solved 
from the point of view of the company as a whole. These problems 
cut across every phase of business operation, including sales, produc¬ 
tion, and finance. A solution to these problems most advantageous 
from the point of view of any one of these functional interests of 
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the business without regard for the interests of the others would be 
undesirable and might be disastrous. Frequently solutions of this 
character lie at the root of difficulties in management of inventor¬ 
ies. 
Often businessmen blame their inventory problems on small orders 
and product diversity. Many businessmen seem to feel that their 
problems in inventory management are something unique because of the 
nature of their business or production features. While in many of 
these cases adoption of inventory control systems may be somewhat 
less than easy, principles of good inventory control apply just as 
much to these businesses with "unique” features as to any other busi¬ 
ness. The analysis techniques which have been developed are designed 
to help individual companies analyze their own inventory requirements 
in the light of their particular manufacturing processes, costs, and 
policies rather than to be used as "recipes" for handling the cleri¬ 
cal job which grows out of inventory control. The techniques may 
well be viewed as a means of bringing together in a systematic man¬ 
ner all factors bearing on the decision making and/or management 
process — a kind of "systems analysis" and a "diagnostic approach" 
to important managerial tasks. 
Another feature which often hinders the adoption of good in¬ 
ventory systems is the extensive use of mathematics and frequent resort 
to quantitative analysis of the problems. There still exists consid¬ 
erable debate concerning the desirability of applying mathematics to 
inventory control. This is mainly due to the lack of comprehension, 
among the business managers, of the relationship between mathematical 
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and verbal formulations of the problems. Mathematical formulations 
are extremely helpful in explicitly bringing to light assumptions 
underlying analysis, thus bringing about a better understanding of 
problems. Entrepreneurs often make decisions on business problems 
on the basis of experience, judgment, and intuition. Entrepreneurs 
can, with years of experience, learn to cope with difficult decision 
problems, but trial and error learning is expensive, since errors 
impinge on actual operations. Unhappily, much of what is learned 
cannot be readily cotranunicated to a successor without passing him 
through the same experience. The complexity of industrial operations, 
the cost of errors, and limitations on time combine to make difficult 
the task of the dèciàion maker, who, in effect, is asked to solve 
problems in his head. Formalized decision-making processes often 
contribute new insights into the problems at hand. Use of quanti¬ 
tative analysis also makes it possible to handle large and complex 
problems more nearly as wholes than as piecemeal decisions which often 
strike at the effectiveness of many good inventory control systems. 
Quantitative analysis often used in solving Inventory problems 
falls within the field of inquiry called ’’management science.” 
Holt*- writes that the earliest quantitative analysis of inventoiy 
decisions was work, on optimum lot sizes, done in the 1920's. This 
was followed, a decade later, by work on safety stocks. Wartime 
successes of the application of new mathematical tools heightened 
1Charles C. Holt et al, Planning Production, Inventories and 
Work Force (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19&0), 
p.5. 
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the interest in the application of quantitative analysis to the 
decision problems in business. The essential features of this kind 
of analytical approach are î model building, and empirical verifica¬ 
tion or control. Model building typically involves drastic simpli¬ 
fication to omit irrelevant detail. A model is a set of hypotheses 
stating rigorously — and usually quantitatively — what variables 
are essential to understand the phenomena under investigation, and 
how they are interrelated. Logical and mathematical tools are used 
to deduce testable consequences from the model — statements, for ex¬ 
ample, that if one variable is changed in some specified way, certain 
other variables will change in specified ways. The model is tested 
by checking these inferred relations with observed facts. Manage¬ 
ment science uses such a methodology. If they check, the model is 
accepted as useful, if they do not, the model is rejected or is modi¬ 
fied to fit the data. 
Once the mathematical solution has been tested, day-to-day 
decisions can be made by means of relatively simple adjustment com- 
purations. The real payoff arises from the fact that such intensive 
work is not required consinuously but, once performed, will be, with 
simple adjustments, valid for an extended period. If the results 
of the decision analysis are applied to enough different decisions 
and over a sufficient length of time, there can be important savings. 
Alternatively, if a single decision is important, the improvement in 
decision performance may itself justify the effort expended upon it. 
Quantitative decision methods are not panaceas, they are only tools 
whose usefulness lies in the skill with which they are applied. 
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Mathematical approach is not intended to be a substitute to mana¬ 
gerial judgment. It provides a systematic method for calculating 
the effects of several variables; it is intended to aid managerial 
judgment, not to substitute it. Communications between depart¬ 
ments with conflicts of interests may be improved by decision systems 
that cut across the functions of individual departments in order to 
take account of the total relations among decisions. Practical 
inventory management will be a great deal more effective once its 
nature, and its decision making processes are fully comprehended 
by business managers. 
Given effective inventory management, business inventories 
can be a source of infinite competitive strength to the firm, rather 
than a necessary evil as they are ordinarily viewed. 
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